
American Alligators in Florida



Question

Why are most American Alligators spotted in 
Orange County, Florida than Tallahassee, 
Florida? Especially during the summer months of 
May, June, July, August and September?



Purpose

To find out why there is more American Alligators 
in Orange County, Florida than Tallahassee, 
Florida. This concern was discovered by 
searching through INaturalist and noticing 
differences of their population. 



 Research Background

Alligators are able to withstand cold temperatures with their thick 
skin with a leather like texture. They can withstand the cold up to 40 
degrees fahrenheit. They are also known as cold blooded animal
The American Alligators can withstand a high point of 92 degrees 
fahrenheit  (warm temperatures). 
They like fresh waters.
Diet: snakes,raw fish, turtles,small animals and birds, 
berries,citrus,fruits and grapes.
 And grapes



Hypothesis

Based on the research that we have done, we hypothesize 
that weather has an effect to the population of American 
Alligators. We predict that Orange County has the highest 
population compared to Tallahassee, because of the warmer 
climate there. 



Materials

Websites: inaturalist,weather,easybib

Physical materials: chromebook and a notebook



Procedures

Step #1: Analyzing Inaturalist.com for research investigation.

Step #2: Then we used weather.com

First we used Inaturalist.com then we used weather.com to find are information 
second we used easybib to state were we got are information and  used a tlc 
video from youtube to find more information on how they can find their prey. We 
also used Inaturalist to find a map of where the american alligators were spotted.

We got our question by looking at maps from Inaturalist.org and seeing that there 
were more here were. 



Results Table: Highest temperature in Tallahassee Fl

Months 2000 2010 2020

May 84/88 80/93 73

June 100F 61.1F 92F

July 91F 102F 85F

Aug 85.17F 97F 85.7F

Sept 70.73F 84.1F 78F

Average Temp per 
month:

86.98 70.62 82.74



Results Graph highest temperature in Orange County Fl

Months 2000 2010 2020

May 100F 75.2F 86F

June 91F 100F 72F

July 102F 103F 91F

Aug 102F 84F 90F

Sept 47F 47F 90F

Average Temp per 
month:

88.2 81.4 85.8



Population Sited in cities

Tallahassee Orange County

52 341

 Population of American Alligators in 
Tallahassee and in Orange County Florida 



Conclusion/Abstract

The reason there were more alligators in Orange County Florida than Tallahassee 
is because  the alligators are attracted to heat so based on our research on the 
recent slides it shows that they can withstand the heat with their leather like skin 
but more like the heat and moist that's why they stay in swamps and lakes. 
Comparing our data charts of weather differences, there’s a better weather in 
Orange County, Florida.`



Photographs



Resources

National and local weather radar, Daily Forecast, hurricane and information from 
The Weather Channel and weather.com

youtubevideo 

 We used this for our background research

“Pets oRosane, Olivia, and Cristen Hemingway Jaynes. 
EcoWatch, https://www.ecowatch.com/. Pets on Mom.com  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5Im4mMFK4A
https://www.ecowatch.com/

